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Introduction

 A Useful Teaching Learning tool

Laboratory experiments in science and engineering courses play a significant role in
supporting the learning process. With the increased demand for distance education,
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to perform experiments through virtual laboratories [1- 4]. The revolution in Internet
Technology and the boom of e-learning and virtual environments have enabled a
number of web-based software systems to provide remote hands-on-experiences to the
learners through computer simulations. However, before the Flash and Java era
software for such applications were written in other programming languages and the
development, maintenance and up gradation of software were expensive and time
consuming. With Java and Flash technology at our hand the development of
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applications like computer simulations, virtual laboratory management system etc.
seems within our reach with a team of animators, academics, instructional designers,
and multimedia experts.

“Implementing
best practices is
copying yesterday, innovation
is inventing tomorrow.”
–Paul Sloane

Open and distance learning systems world-wide are seeking innovative mechanisms of
providing laboratory based experiments through computer simulations and
on-demand video demonstrations. In this context deployment of a Virtual Laboratory
(vlab) application based on computer simulations and on-demand video demonstration
will provide an innovative and timely solution to the ODL system, particularly in the
Indian scenario. Inputs produced through the virtual laboratory will equip the learners
with the knowledge of the skills he would be required, to develop during the actual
practical sessions and would enrich the learning experience significantly. NCIDE has
designed and developed a prototype of interactive multimedia rich virtual laboratory
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for distance science education which also has a number of OER links to related virtual
experiments. The vlab allows students to practice and perform laboratory experiments from
remote locations through a web browser or offline through interactive multimedia CDs.
Components of Virtual Laboratory
Multimedia rich laboratory material: This component consists of all tailor-made useful and
important basic concepts and theories that a learner requires to perform the laboratory
experiments both through the virtual environment or lab. All this enables the student to gain
knowledge on all necessary and relevant topics before actually performing the laboratory
experiments.

Figure 1: Components of vlab platform


Multimedia rich interactive demonstration: In conventional system of education before a
learner actually performs the experiment, the content of the experiment is explained by
teachers. Similarly the virtual lab has interactive multimedia rich explanation and
demonstration section which enables the student to gain knowledge of the contents of the
experiment in an interactive manner during the demonstration sessions. This is supported by
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threaded discussions and chat sessions. Links to various multimedia rich interactive OER is also
available. See Figure 1.


Intelligently Asked Questions: The IAQs component of the vlab is a collection of answers to
intelligently asked questions by both teachers and learners on a particular subject.



Interactive Computer Simulation: Learners of distance science courses of ODL system
specifically in India do not get the desired level of exposure to the practical components of their
courses. The learners can learn more effectively if they have the opportunity to conduct
experiments on their own in a virtual environment. In this context this component of the vlab
deals with interactive computer simulations that make the virtual laboratory experiments more
interactive, attractive, easily accessed and easier to perform. As a prototype a simulation on
titration has been developed.

In order to develop the above mentioned components initially, experiments were identified,
resource material was gathered, which was then re-designed and developed for Interactive
multimedia CD and Vlab. Initially, the service of graphic designer and java programmer were taken
for development of the platform. Later on the work was carried on by in-house faculty members.
Moodle was identified and customised for hosting the

virtual lab experiments. Appropriate

instructional methods were designed. Various OER links on demonstration and simulation of
science experiments was also integrated in the vlab platform. As a prototype the vlab platform also
hosted a virtual simulation on titration.
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit
Director (I/C), NCIDE

Virtual Training Lounge:
An online training environment for skill development
Introduction
In today’s knowledge society, there is a need to develop the intellectual capability of every person.
In the education sector, skill development through periodic training programmes, especially in the
new and emerging fields of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), innovation and
creativity, is important not only among the teachers and academics, but also among the
administrative functionaries.
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With the ICT tools becoming the mainstay of teaching-learning and training, these ICT tools can be
leveraged in various innovative ways to serve the specific needs of teaching-learning and training,
not just in the Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system, but also in the conventional system of
education.
Virtual Training Lounge
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE), IGNOU has undertaken
training the ODL functionaries as one of its activities. The aim of these training programmes is to
nurture creativity and innovation, and orient and prepare them to use the new and emerging
technologies, and empower them to use the right technology.

Figure 1: Interface of the VTL
To impart these training programmes, the NCIDE has designed and developed an online platform the Virtual Training Lounge (VTL). The VTL provides an online platform for interaction to
the trainers and trainees. It can be accessed online at http://vtl.ignouonline.ac.in/ (Figure 1).
Objectives
The basic objectives of the VTL are to:


provide an easily accessible and cost-effective online platform for interaction between the
trainers and the trainees
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provide online synchronous training, and also to sustain the learning experience of the
trainees online



provide a facility for online follow-up troubleshooting for the trainees

Key Features
The key features of the VTL are the following:


Access anytime, anywhere through a web based platform.

Figure 2. Training resources uploaded on VTL session wise.


Flexible content uploading by both the trainers and trainees (Figure 2).



WYSIWYG editor for interactive content generation.



Asynchronous and synchronous collaborative tools, such as discussion board, chat, wikis,
blogs, etc. (Figure 3).



It contains a repository of resources.
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Figure 3. Discussion forum of VTL.
Usage of VTL
Outside of NCIDE, the VTL was recently used by the Staff Training Research Institute in Distance
Education (STRIDE), IGNOU for its Workshop on Research Methodology held on 25-26 March 2015.
The trainers posted the contents discussed in the sessions in the VTL. The participants logged in to
access the content to study them again at their own pace and time.
Conclusion
The VTL is a virtual training environment that has been customised to be used in training
programmes and has been successfully used by NCIDE and STRIDE. It can be effectively used for
conducting online training programmes, referenced by trainees at their own pace and place, and
follow-up by the trainers for trainees, by administrators for staff, and for any other in-house use for
training purposes.
For further queries on VTL for your training programmes, please contact the Director, NCIDE at
ncide@ignou.ac.in.

Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE
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Edmodo- A Social Learning Tool
Introduction
Edmodo is a free participatory learning environment that enables safe and secure collaboration
between teachers and students. Edmodo was founded by Nic Borg and Jeff O'Hara in 2008. It is
similar to Facebook, but provides a safe and controlled environment for students and teachers to
connect and collaborate. The platform creates a vehicle for students and teachers to engage in a
virtual classroom experience where topics for any subject may be presented, discussed, discovered,
analyzed, and/or assessed by students and teachers. While students can interact within our system,
the teachers and administrators have total control and visibility. In 2013, Edmodo was included in
the list of "The Top Apps for Teachers" by PC Magazine.
Edmodo is very simple to set up and use. It takes very little time and very little extra effort to use
the application. The teachers can use Edmodo network to share content, distribute quizzes,
assignments, and manage communication with students, colleagues, and parents.

Figure 1: Edmodo Home Page
Main Facets
The main facets of the website are the following:
1. Engage: The application facilitates learning in a familiar environment. The teachers can use the
website to continue classroom discussions online, give polls to check for student understanding,
and award badges to individual students based on performance or behavior.
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2. Connect: The teachers are at the center of this powerful network. It enables them to connect
to students, administrators, parents, and publishers. The network uses various resources and
tools for providing the building blocks of a high quality education.
3. Personalise: The application provides engaging, easy-to-use apps that personalize learning
for every student. These apps help teachers to amplify their lesson plans and integrate
seamlessly with Edmodo, delivering all digital content in one place.
4. Measure: The website enables the teacher to track student progress. All grades and badges
assigned or awarded through Edmodo are stored and easily accessible. Teachers can get the
pulse of their classrooms through student reactions to quizzes, assignments, and discussion
posts that capture understanding, confusion, or frustration.
Security features
The key security features of Edmodo make it a secure learning environment. These are as
follows:


Each edmodo class group is managed and controlled by the teacher



Students need an access code to join the class. If a student shares the code outside the class,
the teacher can change it, without affecting students already joined in the group.



Students can only communicate to the whole class or to the teacher – private messages
between students are not possible.



Anonymous posting is not possible.



Teachers can delete posts.



On upgrading (free) to the institutional features, the institution can audit all teacher and
student activity.



Parental access to their children’s posts and to the teacher is an optional feature.

How to get started


Go to the Edmodo start page (http://www.edmodo.com) then click the button “I’m a Teacher”
to sign up for a free account.



Complete the registration form by choosing a username and password. Then create an initial
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group for your classroom.

Figure 2: Sign Up Screen



A group access code is generated – give this to your students.



Join a group by logging in, click the “join” link in the left-hand navigation bar, and enter the designated group code.



Provide guidelines to the class about the purpose of the edmodo group (for learning) and expectations of how students will use edmodo.



Place digital resources on edmodo for students to access or download.



Create polls for students to vote online.



Write short summaries of lessons for students or get your students to write the summary.



Post other notifications.

Reference:
Edmodo website (http://www.edmodo.com)
Sujata Santosh
Assistant Director, NCIDE
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Innovationclub@IGNOU
A meeting of the Innovation Club @ IGNOU was held on 18th December, 2015 in the Conference
Roof of NCIDE. In this meeting, first of all Dr. O.P. Sharma, Coordinator, of the Club welcomed
the participants. Dr. S.K Pulist, Deputy Director, SRD, IGNOU gave a presentation on Qualtrics
software which enables end users to do various types of online data collection and analysis including market research, student satisfaction, employee evaluations, feedback on various websites etc.
He mentioned that Qualtrics enables creation of survey instruments, distribution of the surveys,
data storage and analysis. He demonstrated how through free sign-up faculty, staff, and students can use Qualtrics. He further demonstrated the intuitive interface of Qualtrics for creating
and editing questions. He also demonstrated the various question types for collecting quantitative
and qualitative data. He then demonstrated how to create and edit a survey with various logics.
He further demonstrated how the survey developed through the software is distributed. He then
demonstrated how data is collected and reports are generated. He also mentioned how results of
the survey can be downloaded in many file types for using in SPSS, Excel, XML etc. All the members present appreciated his presentation and showed interest in using the software with free signup for research purposes.

NCIDE
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan,
New Academic Complex,
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi-110068
Phone: 011-29536413
Fax: 011-29536398
E-mail: ncide@inou.ac.in

The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
(NCIDE) was established in December 2005. It is a facility for
promoting, supporting,
re-engineering and disseminating
innovations in Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The
NCIDE is a ground for nurturing bright and inquisitive minds
whose ideas and explorations are expected to revolutionise the
ODL system to suit the needs of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to
develop a culture of continued search for new and innovative
solutions to offer seamless education for all, achieve cost
efficiency in its operations and provide borderless access to
quality education and training.
We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this
e-newsletter. We also welcome your contributions for the future
issues. Please send us your emails addressed to the
Director, NCIDE at: ncide@ignou.ac.in.
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